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a b s t r a c t

During the last decade, a design of an energy efficient and cost effective geothermal plant represents a
significant and on-going technical challenge in all the Western Balkan countries. In the Republic of
Croatia, the geothermal field Velika Ciglena is identified as one of the most valuable geothermal heat
sources and probably the location where the first geothermal plant in the Western Balkan area will be
built. The purpose of this work is the conceptual design and performance analysis of the binary plants
ethe one which operates under the Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) and the other under Kalina (KLN)
cycleewhich can be used for geothermal energy utilization in Velika Ciglena. A conceptual plant design is
performed by the equation-oriented modelling approach and supported by the two steady-state
spreadsheet simulators. The performance analysis of all design solutions is conducted through energy
and exergy analysis, and by the estimated total cost of operating units in the plant. The results of the
analysis indicate that the plant design based on the ORC cycle has a higher thermodynamic efficiency and
lower cost of equipment, and consequently, it is more suitable for the future geothermal plant in Velika
Ciglena.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

During the last century, geothermal energy [1e3] has been
commonly used for commercial, industrial, and residential direct
heating purposes (“direct use”), for electricity production, and for
efficient home heating and cooling through geothermal heat
pumps. Its use primarily depends not only on geothermal resource
quality, quantity and projected production, but also on specific
technological and economic criteria. In 2008, geothermal energy
was utilized “directly” in 78 countries, generating 121.7 TWh/yr
(0.44 EJ/yr) of thermal energy [4], while electricity production was
actualized in only 24 countries, with an estimated production of
67.2 TWh/yr (0.24 EJ/yr). Today, only 0.3% of the world’s electricity
is generated from geothermal sources (International Geothermal
Association) but, in the future, geothermal power production is
expected to steadily increase, reaching a share of 0.6% by the year
2030 [5,6].

In the West Balkan Countries (http://www.westbalkanresearch.
net/), specifically in the Republic of Croatia, the use of geothermal
a�skovi�c), zvonimir.guzovic@
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energy is limited only to direct use, usually for medical purposes. In
order to promote geothermal activities, especially electricity pro-
duction from geothermal sources, the scientific institutions and
public companies in Croatia started a comprehensive geological
and geophysical research in the early 1970s [7e9]. In the late 90s,
the Energy Institute “Hrvoje Po�zar” prepared a comprehensive
survey [10], which signified the five locations with the highest
geothermal potential for electricity production. Among them, the
geothermal field Velika Ciglena, situated 11 km southeast from the
city of Bjelovar, was identified as the most promising location for
the construction of the first geothermal power plant in Croatia.

Since that time, a few important documents have analysed the
implementation of different technologies for the design and con-
struction of a geothermal plant in Velika Ciglena. In 2010, Guzovi�c
et al. [11], presented the detailed descriptions and specifications of
Velika Ciglena geothermal field, emphasising high geothermal
gradients (in the range of 0.063e0.065 �C/m), and plentiful pro-
duction of hot geothermal water, (83.3 l/s, temperature 175 �C) of
that source. In that paper, the authors also proposed two concep-
tual models for the future geothermal plant in Velika Ciglena. Both
models were binary cycle based; the first one was operated under
the Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) and the second was operated
under Kalina (KLN) cycle. In addition, the authors made a ther-
modynamic analysis of those plants, and the final results of their
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study opposed the widespread opinion in technical literature
which claims efficiency advantages for Kalina over ORC cycle.

The research presented in this paper is a continuation and
improvement of the study in Ref. [11]. The parameters of
geothermal resource, ambient conditions and main parts of model-
building process have been adopted from that study, but the
research methodology has been improved with respect to the new
computer-aided design tools and more detailed performance
analysis.

The paper starts with a brief presentation of the exergy analysis
in the Section 2. This Section summarizes the exergy concept, its
historical development and the most important terms and defini-
tions. A short review of the scientific literature where exergy
analysis is applied for the design and analysis of geothermal power
plants is also presented.

The rest of the paper is illustrated in the research flowchart in
Fig. 1. The flowchart delineates the research phases and procedures
which are used for the design and analysis of both binary plants
(ORC and KLN), with the designation that the presented route is
used for each plant separately.

The physical model of the plants (ORC and KLN), modelling as-
sumptions, and mathematical models of individual operating units
are presented in the Section 3. The section 4 considers the most
important characteristic of a software tool which is used in the
plant design and analysis. This part of the paper considers an
equation-oriented solving strategy, mathematical consistency of
numerical models (degree of freedom � DOF analysis), model
Fig. 1. Research flowchart of study presented in the paper.
implementation in software codes and software validation and
verification. The final part of the section explains the structure of
two different software modes: design and parametric, which are
employed in the design and performance analysis of the plant.

The computer-aided design and analysis of base-case plants are
presented in the Section 5. The term "base-case" here denotes the
plant in which operating parameters are determined by the simu-
lation software in a design mode and under the same operating
conditions as in the [11]. The results of the thermodynamic and
economic analysis of both base-case plants lead to an adequate
decision relating to the type of binary plant, ORC or KLN, which
might be more appropriate for the application in the existing
geothermal location. In the same section, the design mode of a
simulator is employed to investigate the possibilities for the use of
different working fluids in the ORC base-case plant.

The results of the simulations obtained by a parametric mode of
software are utilized for the parametric analysis of plants in the
Section 6. The parametric studies have been performed to find out
the effects of various operating parameters on the plant perfor-
mances and cost. Finally, some specific tangential and very detailed
elements of the study are presented in the appendix of the paper.

To prevent the linguistic confusion, e.g. to distinguish the ele-
ments used in the present study from those used in Refs. [11], in the
rest of the text, the latter is referred to as "reference elements", e.g.
reference cycle, reference plant, reference model, reference pa-
rameters, etc. Also, the term basic cycle (or only the cycle), in the
content of the plant layout, is used to indicate the part of the plant
which operates in closed binary cycle; from the physical point of
view, the cycle assembles only the operating units which are in
contact with the working fluid, while the plant, beside the cycle,
involves additional power related units like a down-hole pump or
fan.

2. Exergy analysisetheoretical background and short
literature review

Exergy analysis is a system oriented method which combines
the use of the first and the second law of thermodynamics for
analysis, evaluation, development and the design of energy system.
Thus, exergy analysis is considered to be an engineering analysis
tool inside the wider methodology framework of the exergy
concept [12]. The main purpose of an exergy analysis is to detect
and evaluate causes of thermodynamic imperfection quantitatively,
and to provide the guidance for a better process design. The key
variables resulting from the exergy analysis like exergy destruction,
exergy loss, exergetic efficiency, exergy destruction ratio etc. are
well documented in numerous papers and books [13e16].

The exergy concept was originally derived by Gibbs [17] as a
special case of Gibbs’s available energy, while the first publications
related to the exergy analysis were done by Gouy and Stodola [18].
The early stage of modern exergy analysis was initiated in the work
of Bo�snjakovi�c [19] in 1938; followed by Keenan, who introduced
the term “available energy” in 1948; and it was completed in the
work of Rant [20], who coined the term exergy to denote “technical
working capacity” in 1956. Today, there are several definitions of
exergy in the open literature. All of them encompass the same basic
idea but vary in the way of deriving [21]; some authors defined
exergy-based on the work [22e24], the others via the reverse
process [25] and some concerning the useful work [26]. From the
authors’ point of view, the definition provided by Tsatsaronis [27]
should be denoted as the most suitable one for engineering appli-
cation. Exergy is presented as the state function of system intensive
variables and gradients which arise from the differences between
the extensive variables of a system and environment; thereto the
environment is a large, zero exergy, equilibrium system in which



Fig. 2. Physical model of ORC plant.
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extensive variables remain constant during interactions with a
thermodynamic system. In this way, exergy can be referred to not
only as the universal physical measure, because all thermodynamic
systems can be compared based on their exergy content, but also as
the non conserved physical measure since its function is derived
from the second law of thermodynamics [29].

During the last forty years, the utility of the exergy concept has
gone far beyond the thermodynamic analysis of industrial and
energy plants; exergy has been applied to complete the chains in
natural processes for specific analysis in national economies and to
assess the environmental impact of production plants. In addition,
many methods which combine exergy analysis with economics in
literature are referred to under different names like: thermoeco-
nomics, second law costing, exergoeconomics, exergy economy
accounting, and exergy economy optimization [30e36].

According to the literature review, in the field of geothermal
energy, the exergy concept is commonly related to the problems of
classification/evaluation of resources [37e45] and to the problems
of design and analysis of geothermal facilities. In the second case,
the exergy analysis is usually associated to open steady-state sys-
tems and control volume (CV) applications.

Historically, exergy analysis of a geothermal power plant was
first introduced in 1972 by Bodvarrson and Eggers [46] who
compared the performances of a binary plant based on the single
and double flash cycles. Later, in 1978, Brook, Mariner, Makey,
Swanson, Guffanti and Muffler [47] applied the exergy concept for
geothermal system analysis, and in the same year Kestin [48] pre-
sented theoretical consideration about the available work and its
use in a geothermal plant. In 1984, DiPippo and Marcille [49]
showed the advantage of efficiency calculations which are based
on the Second Law of thermodynamics and the concept of exergy.
In paper [50], DiPippo provided a response to the articles which
proclaimed dramatic efficiency advantages for Kalina cycles over
ORCs [51e53], demonstrating that in the simulation with identical
conditions of ambient temperature and cooling systems, the
calculated difference in performance was only about 3% in favour of
a Kalina cycle. DiPippo also pointed out that ORC geothermal
technology is mature, whereas the Húsavík plant was (and is today)
the only commercial Kalina cycle in operation so far. In the same
paper, the author calculated the overall plant efficiency (The First
Law thermal efficiency and the Second Law efficiency) for a few
geothermal binary power plants on different locations and with
different production cycles. In 2003, Cerci [54] presented the per-
formance of an 11.4 MW single-flash geothermal power plant in
Denizli, Turkey, and used the actual plant operation data for
comprehensive exergy analysis. The results of the analysis revealed
that the largest exergy destruction occurs from brine discharges
causing a relatively small second law efficiency of the plant. For that
reason, he proposed a double flash design as the best choice to
improve the plant efficiency. Thermodynamic evaluation and im-
provements, based on the exergy concept of the same geothermal
power plant are presented in Refs. [55e57]. Koroneos at al. [58] used
exergy analysis to evaluate the operation of a cogeneration
geothermal plant which could be built in Eratino, Greece. They also
examined the environmental impacts of that plant. Kanoglu [59]
performed exergy analysis on the Stillwater binary geothermal
power plant located in Northern Nevada, USA. Exergetic efficiency
of all the above mentioned plants and some other [60] are sum-
marized in Ref. [41].

Recently Ganjehsarabi, Gungor and Dincer [61] presented an
exergy analysis of the Dora II (9.5 MW net power) geothermal
power plant, located in Aydin, Turkey. In the case of Olkaria I Power
Plant in Kenya, Kwambai [62] calculated the overall second law
efficiency of a plant and presented the diagram of exergy flow
through the system.
3. Physical and mathematical models of binary plants

The computer-aided design of geothermal plants, suitable for
the generation of electricity in the field of Velika Ciglena, began
with a model-building process. The model-building process is
introduced as the top research stage in the flowchart in Fig. 1 to
address the three coherent subtasks: drawing plant’s physical
models, considering and adopting model assumptions and devel-
oping the mathematical expressions which capture and describe
the essential behaviour of operating units in the plants.

As it has already been mentioned, in this research stage, most of
the modelling solutions are obtained using the experience and
recommendations from Ref. [11], where the authors employed the
technology based on binary cycles (ORC and KLN) to utilize the
available geothermal potential from the same field. In order to
avoid repetitions, a model-building process is presented in this
paper in the way which provides a minimal overview of a complete
plant design. The research elements which originate from the
reference plant are only mentioned here, supposing that the reader
can find more information about them in Ref. [11]. More detailed
descriptions are applied only to the issues which make the
distinction between the present study and the one made before.

The physical models of both plants are presented in the plant
flow diagrams (PFD), Figs. 2 and 3. The basic cycles, e.g. their con-
figurations, a type and number of operating units as well as other
important information like isentropic efficiencies of pumps and
turbines, minimum allowable temperature difference in heat ex-
change units (evaporators and heat exchangers), etc., have been
taken over from the reference plants.

However, the research in the present study has slightly been
modified by including two newoperating units in both plants: a high
pressure, down-hole, pump (HPP) in the incoming stream of
geothermal water and an electric fan (FN) inside the air cooling
system. The inclusion of the first element, HPP, ensured a constant
mass flow rate of geothermal water in plants and prevented
degassing and precipitation within pipelines. Consequently, mathe-
maticalmodels are built in such away that both plants operate under
steady conditions and with neglected pressure and temperature
drops in a piping system. The second element, FN is primarily added



Fig. 3. Physical model of KLN plant.
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to complete the material and energy balance of a cooling system,
assuming that the fan produces a sufficient airflow and heat transfer
over a reasonably sized Air Cooled Condenser (AC).

Based on the physical model and adopted assumptions, the
mathematical models of operating units are developed by the
control volume (CV) applications for open steady-state thermody-
namic systems and by using the mass (1) and energy balance
equations. Before that, PFD drawings are transformed in block flow
diagrams (BFD), Fig. 4a and b, where the drawings of process units
are replaced by rectangles which frame the desired control vol-
umes. Block flow diagrams enable an easier input/output analysis
of the CV-s, recognition of the state points in a plant and decom-
position of a plant layout.

Mathematical models are developed by neglecting changes in
kinetic and potential energy of streams and by assuming adiabatic
processes in all CV-s. Energy balance equations are presented in the
form of enthalpy balance equation (2) and then, in respect to the
type of process inside the unit, they are classified in two groups: for
heat exchange units (3) and for power related units (4). In the case
of power related units, the element of shaft power Wi

: includes the
variables of isentropic efficiency (5) and thus, mathematical models
of these units are described by additional entropy balance equation
for adiabatic, steady-state process (6).

X
j˛INðiÞ

_mj; in �
X

j˛OUTðiÞ
_mj;out ¼ 0; (1)

� for j ¼ EV, PH, HTR, LTR, AC, SP, TR, MX, AC, TB, HPP, FP, FN;
i˛{ORC, KLN}.

X
j˛INðiÞ

_mj;inhj;in �
X

j˛OUTðiÞ
_mj;outhj;out � _Wi þ _Qi ¼ 0; (2)

where:

� for j ¼ EV, PH, HTR, LTR, AC, SP, TR, MX, AC;
i˛{ORC,KLN}.
X
_mj;inhj;in �

X
_mj;outhj;out ¼ 0; (3)
j˛INðiÞ j˛OUTðiÞ
� for j ¼ TB, HPP, FP, FN;
i˛{ORC, KLN}.

X
j˛INðiÞ

_mj;inhj;in �
X

j˛OUTðiÞ
_mj;outhj;out �Wi

: ¼ 0; (4)
hj;in;sðinÞ � hj;out;sðoutÞ � his

�
hj;IN;sðINÞ � hj;out;sðINÞ

�
¼ 0; (5)

_mj;insj;IN � _mj;outsj;out � _Sgen ¼ 0; (6)

As can be seen from (1) to (6), the variables in the balance equa-
tions are the mass flow rates and intensive thermodynamic proper-
ties of the substance which enter or leave the CV. The relations
between thermodynamic properties create an additional constraint
on thermodynamic system behaviour. This means that if the state of
the system is assigned by two primitive thermodynamic propertiese
pressure and temperature (which is the common case in a plant
design), any of its other thermodynamic properties in that state,
including the derived onesespecific enthalpy and specific entropy,
canbecalculatedwithanappropriate equationof the state (EOS) [63].
This conclusion is also valid for other combinations of properties (for
example, if the state is fixed by temperature and specific enthalpy,
other properties like pressure, specific entropy, density, specific heat
can be calculated). At the same time, the substancewhich constitutes
the stream (purefluid ormixture of purefluids) has to bedefined too,
since the relations between state properties strongly depend on the
substance type and its composition in the stream.

In a computer-aided design technique, property calculations are
usually performed by one of the external Thermodynamic Property
Packages. In thepresent study, thispackage isNISTREFPROPv8.0 [64],
the Fortran-based programwhich includes state equations for awide
variety of pure fluids and mixtures. In the current spreadsheet soft-
ware, the REFPROP is linked to the Microsoft Excel� using a dll
statement, which enables property calculations in the same way as
any other library functions.

Finally, as a part of a modelling process, plant systems are
decomposed in three interrelated subsystems according to energy
conversation technologies and processes within them, Fig. 3c and
d. The first subsystemeA is a heat exchange subsystem which
incorporates the heat exchange operations between the
geothermal water and working fluids. In a KLN plant, this sub-
system also involves the processes of separation, mixing and
throttling. The second subsystemeB is an energy conservation
subsystem, while the third subsystemeC is a heat removal sub-
system. There are two reasons for such mapping of the plants.
First, the subsystems accomplish the same technological opera-
tions in both plants and consequently their thermodynamic per-
formances are more comparable than the performances of single
process units. This is very obvious in the case of the subsystem A
due to the differences in the number and types of process units in
ORC and KLN plants. The second reason relates to the software
validation where subsystems A and C are treated as disjoint sys-
tems of the equations [65] that can be solved independently. The
solutions from the disjoint systems are used as control values of
the overall simulation process.

4. Simulation software

The main difference between the present study and [11] began
in the second research phase where the numerical models and



Fig. 4. Block flow diagrams of ORC and KLN plants.
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associated procedures diverted the investigation to the new kind of
a computer-aided design technique. The sequential modular
strategy used in Ref. [11] enabled a single design and analysis of the
base-case plants, but it also limited the research space. It became
obvious that additional analysis and possible improvements of a
plant performance cannot be achieved without the use of special-
ized software tools.

For that reason, in the new study, the process of a plant design
and analysis was supported by the two steady-state spreadsheet
simulators associated to the physical and mathematical models of
ORC and KLN plants. Since the simulators have the same structure
and operating procedure, the explanation in the rest of the text will
be directed only to one of them.

A plant simulator deals with a specification (design) problem
[66], where instead of all input information, some input and some
output or intermediate information determine the remaining input
and output information. Thus, input and output information are
operating conditions and equipment parameters/sizes while, in-
termediate information is related to the minimum temperature
difference of streams in heat exchange process units. Due to the
nature of the problem, the authors decided to use the equation-
oriented solution strategy (EO) [67] for software development.

Following the rules of EO strategy, the equations which are
obtained by a model-building process are first assembled together
into a numerical model of a plant, and then examined by DOF
analysis [68,69]. The degree of freedom analysis determines a "so
called" number of DOF, e.g. the number of variables, which must be
specified in advance to ensure that the number of the remaining
variables equals (since the task is a simulation, not optimization)
the number of the independent equations. The former variables are
declared as the "independent or design variables" while the latter
are the "unknown variables".



Fig. 5. Software flowcharts a) simulator structure b) algorithm of V&V procedure.
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The key issue of DOFanalysis is the exact number of independent
and unknown variables. Before its conversation in a software code,
the numerical model of a plant has to include only the above
mentioned information,while thedeclarationof variables is a partof
a software procedure. It should be also noted that in an equation-
oriented simulation, a solving process is feasible only when all var-
iables are specified. After that, independent variables become con-
stants in equations, while the values of unknown variables change
and progressively approach the final solution during the iteration
procedure. As a consequence, the input of unknown variables has to
be estimated in the way which minimizes the difference between
their assigned values and its values in the final solutions.

The degree of freedom analysis for the base-case plants is
illustrated in the Appendix, Table A1. The numbers in the last row of
the table signify 16 independent variables in ORC plant and 20 in
KLN plant which have to be specified in advance to ensure a
mathematical consistency of their numerical models.

After DOF analysis, the numerical model of a plant is translated
in the software code of a simulator. The software code was devel-
oped by the VBA Integrated Development Environment of Micro-
soft Excel� and supported by the REFPROP property package. The
plant simulator consists of three interconnected functional parts
which are presented by the flowchart in Fig. 5a.

The operating procedure in the Input part includes the declara-
tion of variables and the input of their initial value. It wasmentioned
earlier that the DOF analysis determines only the mandatory
numbers variables, but does not declare which variable is inde-
pendent or unknown. For that reason, by default, the variables are
declared for the base-case plants (see Section 5 and Appendix 1
Fig. A1). During the research, the default declaration is sometimes
modified in the way that the variable which has been declared as an
unknown one in the base-case plant is converted in the independent
variable and vice versa. To prevent the break of consistency in nu-
mericalmodel, the change of the declaration of an unknown variable
is always followed by the same acting on independent variable (free
choice of operator), but in the opposite direction. Here, the direction
is related to the type of variable, e.g. independent or unknown.

The solver part of the program includes the procedure for
solving the set of nonlinear equations defined by numerical
models of the plant. In the first step of iteration, the dynamic-link
library which acts as an interface starts, making it possible for
Excel to access properties from REFPROP data-base through code
enquiry. After that, the solving process employs the Excel Solver
add-in tool for iterative procedure which generates successive
approximations of unknown variables to the final solutions. When
the process is completed, the solutions, thermodynamic properties
of all streams and process quantities related to the power and heat
duty ( _WTB, _WFP, _WHPP, _WFN, _QEV, _QAC, _QPH, _QLTR, _QHTR) are
transferred in the output part of the simulator for additional
processing.

The output part of a simulator includes an independent sub-
routine which calculates thermodynamic and economic perfor-
mances of the plant and its components (operating units and
subsystems). The thermodynamic performance of the plant is ob-
tained by the energy and exergy analysis of the plant, while the
economic performance of the plant is calculated as the total cost of
equipment (only operating units) in the plant. Next paragraphs
describe these expressions by stating only the performance which
is presented in the current paper.

The energy based performances deal with energy conversion
quantities of the cycle and the plant. The former quantity is referred
to energy efficiency of geothermal cycles, hth,c, while the latter is
referred to energy efficiency of the plant hth,p [70]. Inside the
subroutine, these preferences are calculated by the following
expression:
hth;K ¼
_WNET;K
_Q in

; (7)
where are :

� for cycle: Khc: _WNET;c ¼ _WTB � _WFP;
� for plant: Khp: _WNET;p ¼ _WTB � _WFP � ð _WHPP þ _WFNÞ

The exergy-based performances address the exergetic efficiency
of the plant/components and the total exergy destruction ratio of
the process units and subsystems. The calculation of these perfor-
mances requires the determination of total exergy, mass free exergy
and exergy destruction rates.

The chemical exergy of the stream is considered only in KLN
plant and through the standard chemical exergy approach [13,71].
In the absence of chemical reactions in the plant, only the nonre-
active exergy for ideal mixture is calculated. A composition-
dependent component of chemical exergy is neglected due to its
negligible influence on the overall balance [72]. Exergy destruction
rates of operating units are obtained either through an exergy
balance for the CV or by the entropy generation within the CV
[34,35]. Exergy loss rates are neglected since the boundaries of CV-s
are drawn at the ambient temperature.
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In the calculations of exergetic efficiency, an exception related to
the dissipative component AC is made. According to the fuel-
product approach, AC is a dissipative component; thus, neither
exergetic purpose nor exergetic efficiency for this component can
be defined. Instead, the exergetic efficiency of this component is
calculated in this paper according to the [73].

The economic performance of the plant is introduced through the
total cost of equipment which is calculated by the following
expression:

Ceq ¼
X

Cbase;OU$Cqt;OU (8)

where are:

� for heat exchange units, OUhHE:

Cbase;HE ¼ 580
�
$=m2

�

Cqt;HE ¼
X

ðAHEÞ0:8; HE ¼ fEV; PH; LTR;HTR;ACg

� for power related units, Turbine OUhTB:

Cbase;TB ¼ 4405ð$=kWÞ; Cbase;ðFP;HPP;FNÞ ¼ 1120ð$=kWÞ
Fig. 6. The results of software V&V process.
Cqt;PU ¼
X�

W :
PU

�0:7
; PU ¼ fTB;HPP; FP; FNg

In (8) Cbase ($) is a base cost value and Cqt ($) is a quotation from
the experienced professional cost estimators [74]. Heat transfer
surface area (Ak) is calculated by the LMTDmethod (for PH, LTR and
HTR) and by the Effectiveness NTU method (for EV and AC) [75].

4.1. Software verification and validation

Software verification and validation (V&V), illustrated by the
flowchart in Fig. 5b, is carried out by assuming the same input of
independent variables as in the reference plants. These values are
presented with gold colour numbers in Appendix Fig. A1. The
pressure change in the two new added process units, HPP and FN,
are neglected to replicate the configurations of the reference plants
(according to that, independent variable 5 is specified as a 2 MPa
and not 7 MPa as in the base-case plant, etc.). The input values of
unknown variables are estimated to increase the overall solution
quality in the manner of a high agreement between the results of
simulation and parameters in the reference plant.

The simulation outcomes are then compared with the corre-
sponding thermodynamic properties and preferences of the refer-
ence plant. The agreement between these values is improved by the
method of software calibration, primarily by changing the input of
unknown variables in the subsequent simulations. In some cases,
the value of independent variables used in the simulation is also
changed due to additional improvement of agreement and due to
restrictions in a solving procedure. For example, in KLN plant, in-
dependent variable number 9 (temperature of basemixture in state
2) differs from the corresponding variable in the reference plant
owing to convergence problems with rich water-ammonia mixture
in the state 5. Furthermore, the fact that assumptions and pro-
cedures tied to the sequential modular calculations in Ref. [11]
cannot be fully copied in the equation-oriented software is also a
limiting factor of the softer validation.

The final results of V&V procedure, where the maximum agree-
ment is achieved for both plants, are presented in Fig. 6. The results
are presented in the form of a percentage difference between the
process quantities obtained by simulations and the corresponding
values originating from the reference plant. The total percentage
difference (TPD) is the average value of all investigated quantities. In
authors’ opinion, the results from the simulation software provide
an acceptable agreement with the results from the reference plant.
What is more, the percentage differences of energy and exergetic
efficiency signify that thermodynamic performances of both plants
are improved in respect to the reference plants.

4.2. Software mode

In the rest of the research, in respect to different design tasks
and objectives, the plant simulators are partially modified and
prepared for the use in two modes: design and parametric mode.
Software flowcharts of both modes are presented in Fig. 7.

The design mode of a simulator (or design simulation) is associ-
ated to the single operating point of the plant. This mode enables a
free input of all independent and unknown variables; due to that, it
can easily be adjusted for the design of similar binary plants in other
geothermal locations. A design simulation is primarily used for
analysis and comparison of base-case plants aswell as to investigate
the influence of a type of a working fluid on ORC plant operation.
Namely, the type of theworkingfluid inORCplant is not avariable in
the simulation task and its influence on plant performances can be
examined only by comparing the preferences of the plants which
operate under the same operating conditions. Because of that, per-
formance analysis of ORC, related to the operations with different
working fluids, is conducted by a series of design simulations which
have the same input of all variables as the base-case plant.

The second, parametric mode (or parametric simulation) is
related to the parametric analysis of binary plants. This kind of
analysis is employed to investigate the influence of a single ther-
modynamic property on plant performances. The parametric
analysis is supported by the simulation software which automati-
cally solves entire ranges of property under investigation and
generates the results which display performance trends necessary
for identifying an optimal plant design. In the literature, parametric
analysis is usually referred to as an analysis of the plant which
operates in an off-design mode.



Fig. 7. Software flowcharts a) algorithm of design mode b) algorithm of parametric
mode.
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In the previously explained design software mode, the input of
independent variables detects plant performances in a single
operating point and this point can be changed only by different
input of an independent variable in the next simulation.
Furthermore, the new input is usually followed by the new
estimation of an unknown variable and, as a result of these two
procedures, the collection of data necessary for parametric
analysis of the plant is slow and sometimes unreliable. For that
reason, the software code of the existing design mode is modified
to introduce a single simulation procedure of the plant which
operates in the range of several operating points.

Modifications are initiated in the input part of the software
where all independent variables are placed in two groups: para-
metric group and pre-specified group. As the name implies, the first,
parametric group includes only an independent variable of interest,
parametric variable. The other group involves all the other inde-
pendent variables, and these variables are pre-specified variables.

In the next step, the inner, for loop, is added to the existing
software code to enable multiple simulations under different
inputs of a parametric variable. To distinguish that iteration cycle
from the one present in the solver part of the software, its ele-
ments are prefixed by the attribute parametric. In Fig. 7b it can be
observed that parametric loop is framed by two modules: an input
of parametric variable and exit criteria from the parametric cycle.

The incorporation of a parametric loop in the software code
causes two important changes in the simulation procedure inside
the simulator: one related to the input of a parametric variable and
another related to the estimation of unknown variables. First,
before the simulation starts, an input in the simulator has to
determine the starting value of a parametric variable, its range of
investigation and the number of iteration steps. Indirectly, the
input can be set by the starting and ending value of a parametric
variable. The starting value is commonly the lowest quantity inside
the investigation range, while the ending value closes the para-
metric cycle. After that, the solving process starts inside the first
parametric iteration and when it is complete, the results of the
simulation are transferred to the external spreadsheet data-base
table. In the subsequent iteration steps, the starting parametric
variable is successively incremented by the value which is calcu-
lated as the ratio between the range of that variable and the
number of iterations. The solving process is repeated and, after each
iteration step, the results of simulations are collected in the suc-
cessive columns of the data-base table.

In the previous design simulation, the estimation of unknown
variables was carried out in the input part of the software and
before the solving procedure. It is clear that the same sequence
would interrupt the iterations inside the parametric cycle and, as a
consequence, the parametric mode would be reduced to a simple
design mode. For that reason, the estimation of unknown variables,
as a mandatory task in equation-oriented simulations, is only per-
formed before the start of the first iteration. In the subsequent
iteration steps, the unknown variables in the current iteration get
the values of the corresponding solutions from the previous itera-
tions. By these two modifications, in every iteration step inside the
parametric cycle, the operating point of the plant is determined
only by the input of a parametric variable, while the pre-specified
variables remain the same.

The results of all simulations carried out in one iteration cycle
are stored in the data matrix table which is illustrated in Fig. 8a.
The matrix format means that the data in the table are organized in
the way that all rows have an identical number of columns,
m ¼ 1,2,.M; and all columns have an identical number of rows,
n ¼ 1,2,.N. Columns are titled by the values of a parametric vari-
able (pvm), while the rest of the cells contain the values of ther-
modynamic properties (other than the one used as a parametric
variable), process quantities and performances of the plant, (vlm,n).
In this way, the values in the cells are comparable across the rows
and this characteristic is utilized in the parametric analysis of the
plant.

In this paper, a parametric analysis is conducted to examine the
relation between the parametric variables and some important
performances of the plant: energy efficiency, exergetic efficiency
and the total cost of the plant operating units. In the rest of the text,
these three performances are called EEC performances in order to
distinguish them from other performances which can be obtained
by using the simulation software.

The parametric analysis is supported by graph based diagrams,
and one of them is presented in the simplified form in Fig. 8c. The
diagrams are created from the data stored in the modified table
(Fig. 8b), which has the same format and identical heading (first
rowof the table) as amatrix table, but all the other values in its cells
are modified using the functions of percentage differences [76]. The
percentage difference of a single value (Dpvlm,n) in a modified table
is calculated by the following expression:



Fig. 8. Graphical illustrations of data processing in parametric analysis of the plant.
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Dpvlm;nð%Þ ¼ 100
vlm;n� vl1;n

vlm;n
; m ¼ 1;2;.M; n ¼ 1;2;.N (9)
wherem and n represent the column and row number in the table.
If the value in the matrix table is measured in percentage, as for the
energy or exergetic efficiency of the plant, the percentage differ-
ence represents a "so called" percentage point; otherwise it is a
percentage change.

The values of a parametric variable inside the investigated range
are put on the x-axis of a diagram, while the values of percentage
differences associated to the EEC performances are presented as the
bar charts whose elevation is referred to the primary y-axis, Fig. 8c. In
thisway, thebar chartsmanifest the trend inwhichEECperformances
change with regard to the parametric variable along the x-axis.

Beside the bar charts, for the purpose of a clearer analysis, the
percentage change of some process quantities is also introduced in
diagrams in the form of line graphs. The points of line graphs are
obtained in the same way as the elevation of bar charts and their
values are referred to the secondary y-axis.
Similar graph based diagrams are also used for the perfor-
mance analysis of the ORC base-case plant which operates with
isopentane as the working fluid to investigate the type of a
working fluid which could be an appropriate replacement for the
isopentane. The design simulations of the base-case plant which
operate with different working fluids generate a data-base table
which has the same format and the same constitutive elements
like the Matrix table which is used for the parametric analysis of
the plant. The only difference is in the title of the columns; here,
every column is labelled by the name of a working fluid, not the
name of an investigated property. For that reason, the way the
analysis is performed is the same as the one described above.

The second type of a diagram which supports the parametric
analysis is an area chart-line type graph whose simplified form is
presented in Fig. 8d. The diagram displays the percentage ratio of
the exergy destruction generated in the operating units or in the
subsystems and the total exergy destruction of the plant. The total
exergy destruction ratio is commonly presented by an exergy pie
chart (circle graph), but here the sectors from the pie chart are
transformed in the vertical distance placed on the single ordinate.
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Each ordinate is associated to the parametric variable, pvm as
shown in Fig. 8d. Using the results from the matrix data table, the
values of total exergy destruction rates on ordinates are collected in
twoways: by using the area charts for process units (left diagram in
Fig. 8d) and by using the thick lines for subsystems (right diagram
in Fig. 8d). In this way, areas and lines show the trends of total
exergy destructions in plant components over the investigated
parametric variable. In the rest of the text, these types of graphs are
named as total exergy destruction ratio (TEDR) diagrams.
Fig. 10. Temperature-enthalpy diagram of base-case KLN plants.
5. Base-case plants-design and analysis

The simulation software is for the first time employed for the
design and analysis of base-case plants, ORC and KLN. The main
goal of the investigation was to compare plant performances in the
case when they operate under the same conditions of energy
source (geothermal water) and energy sink (cooling air).

The results of the simulation, concerning the thermodynamic
properties in the plant, are presented as values in black colour in
PFDs in Appendix Fig. A1. In the same PFD, the readers can indicate
the independent variables which are used in the simulations and
compare the properties of the plant with those which are obtained
in Ref. [11] (these values are in gold colour).

The thermodynamic state points of the fluid streams in the
base-case plants and processes in the operating units are visualized
in the T-S diagrams in Figs. 9 and 10. Like in the reference plants,
theworking fluid in ORC plant is the low boiling-point isopentanee
C5H12 and in KLN plant it is an ammonia-water mixture. The
temperatureeentropy diagrams are composed of the base-case
plants data and the skeleton diagrams of current fluids and mix-
tures. The skeleton diagrams are generated in the REFPROP soft-
ware. In the case of ORC plant, the state points of geothermal water
and cooling air are shifted along the x-axis for aesthetic reasons, but
the real value of entropy in these points is readable on two addi-
tional abscissas. In KLN plant, a specific composition of the fluid in
one state is coloured by the same colour as the corresponding
saturated line of the mixture.

The parameters and preferences of plants related to the energy
and economic analysis are displayed in the first two columns,
labelled as ORC I and KLN, in the Table 1. As can be seen from the
table, the energy efficiencies of a geothermal cycle,hth,c and
geothermal plant,hth,p are higher in ORC plant. The main reason for
such results arises from the differences in the turbine gross power
_WTB, since other important parameters such as condensate
pumping powers (PFP), parasitic loads (PHPPþ PFN) and heat input in
Fig. 9. Temperature-enthalpy diagram of base-case ORC plants.
the cycles ( _Q IN) have similar values. Having the turbine power as a
nonlinear function of a working fluid mass flow rate (m:

wf ) and
pressure drop in a turbine (DpTB ¼ pev � pcn), KLN plant operates
with a substantially smaller mass flow rate and higher specific
enthalpy drop (DiTB) in a turbine. The turbine cost in the ORC cycle
is thus higher; on the other side, a high mass flow rate reduces the
heat exchangers area in other operating units and hence reduces
the cost of those units.

Following the conclusion that the energy efficiency of a plant
primarily depends on the turbine gross power, in the next simu-
lation, this quantity is decreased in ORC plant to be equal to the one
in KLN plant. The new value is obtained under the same heat input
in the cycles ( _Q IN) and by the decrease of evaporation pressure (pev)
in the directionwhich reduces the pressure drop in a turbine. At the
same time, the working fluid at the turbine inlet is kept in the
saturated vapour state. For that reason, the declaration of variables
is modified: the independent variable 6 is declared as an unknown
variable, while the temperature of geothermal water in the state 9
has become a new independent variable (Fig. A1).

The performances obtained by the new simulation are pre-
sented in the third column, labelled as ORC II, of Table 1. The cor-
responding energy efficiency of both plants is now almost the same
but the mass flow rate of the working fluid in ORC plant is addi-
tionally increased, and consequently, the equipment cost in ORC
plant is slightly decreased.

The overview of the most important information about the
exergy flows through the geothermal plants is illustrated by the
exergy flow diagrams in Figs. 11 and 12. At a glance, the sources of
inefficiencies which are related to exergy destruction in ORC are
almost equally distributed between the four process units (EV, TB,
PH, AC) while it is obviously not the case in KLN plant. The rate of
exergy destruction in the EV has the highest value in both plants,
Table 1
Parameters of the base-case plants used for energy and economic analysis (Small
column size, 90 mm).

ORC I KLN ORC II

pev 0.90 2.80 0.57
pcn 0.10 0.76 0.10
_m 82.31 35.02 88.54
PTB 5645.40 4646.90 4645.00
DiTB 68.59 158.87 52.46
PFP 133.70 134.74 83.80
PHPP 580.0.94 580.09 580.0.94
PFN 653.30 667.11 672.00
hth,c 0.14 0.12 0.12
hth,p 0.11 0.09 0.09
Q :

in 38,674.00 38,376.66 38,674.00
SAPU 16,206.70 38,495.50 18,548.20
Cn 3,760,510.30 5,074,322.70 3,628,478.60



Fig. 11. Exergy flow diagram of ORC plant.

Fig. 12. Exergy flow diagram of KLN plant.
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Fig. 13. Exergetic efficiency of ORC base-case plant.

Fig. 15. Total exergy destruction rates in ORC base-case plant.
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but this value is more than two times higher in KLN plant.
Furthermore, the rate of exergy destruction related to the energy
input units (EV þ PH in ORC, only EV in KLN) is also higher in KLN
plant. On the other side, the magnitude of thermodynamic in-
efficiency in the energy rejection unit (AC in the both plant) is
higher inside the ORC plant.

Quantification of exergy-based performances of the plants is
performed by exergetic efficiency of the plant/components, and the
total exergy destruction ratio of the process units and subsystems.
Figs. 13 and 14 signify the exergetic efficiency of all process units,
subsystems and a total plant.

The general observation is that exergetic efficiency of ORC plant is
higher than KLN plant. Next, in ORC plant, the exergetic efficiency of
the subsystem A is higher than the subsystem C, while these per-
formances of the subsystems are in different relation in KLN plant.

Additional analysis is shown in Figs. 15 and 16 where the total
exergy destruction ratio of the process units is displayed in the
Fig. 14. Exergetic efficiency of KLN base-case plant.
inner pie chart, while the total exergy destruction of the sub-
systems is presented in the outer part of the drawing. The results
presented in these figures confirm the observations arising from
the analysis of exergy flow diagrams.

The performance analysis of the base-case plants indicates that
the plant design based on the ORC cycle has a higher thermody-
namic efficiency and lower cost of equipment, and by that, it is
more suitable for the future geothermal plant in Velika Ciglena.
Apart from this conclusion, the performance analysis also exposes
the most inefficient process units and parts of the plant and shows
the directions for possible plant improvements. These directions
will be additionally clarified by the parametric analysis presented
in the next section of the paper.
Fig. 16. Total exergy destruction rates in KLN base-case plant.



Table 2
Properties of the investigated working fluids in ORC plant.

Fluid type x (J/kgK) r (kJ/kg) rlq (kg/m3) rvp (kg/m3) cplq (kJ/kgK) cpvp (kJ/kgK) Tev (K) DpTB (MPa) m (kg/s) Pnet (KW)

R141b 0.00 222.71 1039.41 39.33 1.16 0.81 386.22 0.81 117.20 5040.24
R142b 0.00 223.25 1011.87 39.65 1.23 0.82 334.14 0.52 222.03 3518.81
R123 0.26 170.19 1226.03 53.92 1.02 0.70 379.20 0.79 177.10 5358.67
R245ca 0.60 200.97 1170.63 48.56 1.33 0.93 371.68 0.78 168.20 5514.18
R245fa 0.19 196.05 1151.31 50.28 1.30 0.92 358.35 0.73 204.70 5184.25
Butane 1.03 385.71 508.60 22.18 2.31 1.64 347.70 0.62 112.99 4561.00
Isobutane 1.03 365.11 500.61 23.17 2.22 1.55 334.53 0.51 136.43 3632.80
Pentane 1.51 357.59 510.77 24.90 2.37 1.76 392.62 0.82 67.49 5252.46
Ipentane 1.37 343.29 513.26 25.44 2.29 1.71 383.51 0.80 82.31 5511.75

Fig. 17. Performance analysis of the ORC plant which operates with different working
fluids.
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5.1. Performance analysis of ORC base-case plant that operates with
different working fluids

The simulation software in the design mode is also employed to
investigate the possibilities for the use of different working fluids in
ORC base-case plant. The selectionmethod ofworking fluids is based
onthe thermodynamic criteria, andonly thefluidswithpositivevalue
of inverse-slope parameter, x, commonly named as “isentropic”
(xz 0) and “dry” (x > 0) fluids [77,78], are included in the analysis.

The main thermodynamic properties of the investigated fluids
which are adopted from REFPRP data-base are placed in the first
part of the Table 2. The last three columns in Table 2 represent the
properties and quantities which are obtained by a simulation using
the design mode of the software.

The graph based diagram which is used for the performance
analysis of ORC plant which operates with different working fluids
is presented in Fig. 17a. The results of the simulations indicate that
the EEC performances of the plants, which operate with pentane,
R141B, and R123 as working fluids, have the lowest values of per-
centage difference. This means that these three fluids can replace
the isopentane as the working fluid in the base-case plant without
any significant variations in EEC performances.

According to the data in Table 2, the elected fluids have similar
evaporation temperature and produce almost the same pressure
drop in turbine like isopentane. Due to that, the next design sim-
ulations are carried out by adjusting the base-case plant to operate
under the same condensation pressure regardless of the type of the
working fluid. However, as oppose to the evaporation pressure, the
condensation pressure is not an independent variable in the base-
case plant and, in new simulations, the declaration of variables has
to be modified. The condensation pressure is declared as the in-
dependent variable, while the variable number 10 (minimum
temperature differences in AC) becomes the unknown variable. The
results of the new simulations presented in Fig.17b identify R123 as
the most appropriate working fluid which could replace the iso-
pentane in the base-case plant.

6. Parametric analysis of ORC and KLN plant

In this paper, the parametric analysis is conducted for the
following variables:

� Composition of basic mixture in KLN plant, variable number 20,
Fig. A1b;

� Environmental temperature, variable number 1, Fig. A1a and in
Fig. A1b;

� Minimum temperature differences in AC, variable number 12
in Fig. A1a and Fig. A1b; and

� Evaporation pressure, variable number 6 in Fig. A1a and
Fig. A1b.

The results of the simulations for each variable are presented in
the graph based diagrams whose structure and composition are
explained in the section four. The diagrams signify the trends of plant
performances over the investigated range defined by the parametric
variable and they enable the identification of the measures which
could lead to the improvements of a plant design and operations.
Also, the results of the simulations are employed for software testing
under different combinations of inputs and preconditions.

Beside the fact that current simulation software could be easily
converted into the optimization software (DOF>0), the optimiza-
tion of the plant is not carried out in this paper. In authors’ opinion,
this task should be performed by addressing a wider range of
property and performance analysis and more meaningful discus-
sions, which could extend the paper to an inappropriate length.
Consequently, some important considerations, especially in the
case of KLN plant, are only outlined here with an indication that
they will be presented in the following papers.

As an extension of the research about the influence of the
working fluid on the plant operation, the first parametric simula-
tion is performed in KLN plant. In contrast to the analysis which has
been implemented in ORC plant where the investigation includes
different types of pure fluids, the parametric analysis in KLN ex-
amines the relation between the composition of a base-case
mixture and EEC performances of the plant.



Fig. 18. Performance analysis of KLN plant; parametric variable: composition of base
mixture.

Fig. 19. Performance analysis of ORC plant; parametric variable: environmental
temperature.
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The concentration of ammonia in the basic water-ammonia
mixture is an independent variable in the base-case plant, and as
a parametric variable it is investigated in the range of 88.5%e81.5%.

The analysis of plant performances considers the results from
the two parametric simulations. In the first pre-specified simula-
tion, variables are specified in the way which enables simulations
under the constant mass flow rate, and the results of those simu-
lations are rearranged and presented by a graph based diagram in
Fig. 18a. The second simulation assumes the constant heat input in
the plant. The term heat input, Qin, is the amount of heat which is
transferred from the geothermal water to the cycle. The results of
the second simulation are presented in Fig. 18b. In both diagrams,
the percentage points of plant performances (Dphth,c, Dp

εtot) are
referred to the bottom x-axis, while the percentage change of
properties and quantities (Dppcn, DpQin, DpPnet,c, Dpm) are referred
to the right y-axis. In both cases, the decrease of ammonia con-
centration has a positive effect on plant performances. These re-
sults are in agreement with a similar investigation performed by
two co-authors in this paper; thus, for a detailed explanation and
physical meaning of the results, the readers are referred to [79,80].

Next parametric analysis investigates the influence of environ-
mental temperature on EEC performances in both plants. Since
the processes in the plants are assumed as adiabatic, the influence
of environmental temperature is only related to the input temperature
of ambient air in AC. This parametric variable signifies an independent
variable number 11 (Fig. A1a and b). From the theoretical point of
view, the ambient air temperature determines the condensation
temperature of the working fluid, and through that, the condensation
pressure in the plant. In the mathematical model of AC, the variable
which determines the distance between condensation temperature
and air ambient temperature is the DTmin in AC (number 12 in both
plants, Fig. A1) and in theparametric simulation its value is set to20 �C.
The simulations are also performed under the constantmass flow rate
of the working fluids in ORC plant, while in KLN plant the mass flow
rate of the base mixture fluctuates in an acceptable range of 2%.

The result of the parametric analysis for ORC plant is presented
in Fig. 19 and for KLN plant in Fig. 20. The percentage points/change
of plant performances ((Dphth,c, Dp

εtot/D p Cn) is referred to the right
y-axis, while the percentage change of properties and quantities
(Dppcn, DpQin, DpPnet,c, Dpm) is referred to the left y-axis.

In both plants, the increase of environmental temperature has
negative effects on thermodynamic plant performances and it
is primarily caused by the increase of condensation pressure. In ORC
plant, due to the constantsmass flow rate and fixed thermodynamic
properties of isopentane in states 5 and 1, the increase of conden-
sation pressure causes not only the reduction of energy input (Qin)
and turbine gross power (PTB), but also the growth of heat energy
which has to be rejected from the plant. Thus, the amount of energy
input is changed only by the reduction of the heat exchange duty
in PH, while the amount of rejected heat is the heat duty of AC.
The results of the simulations also indicate that the increase of
environment temperature reduces the total cost of equipment
which can be considered as a positive trend in the process design.

Similar analysis trends can be observed in KLN plants, with a
note that the use of a mixture as a working fluid adds a degree of
freedom. The decrease of condensation pressure, under the con-
stant evaporation pressure and fixed composition of base mixture,
also reduces the concentration of ammonia in the streams where
the composition of mixture is denoted as a rich mixture. For that
reason, the influence of environmental temperature on plant per-
formances is more pronounced in the case of KLN than in ORC plant.

This conclusion is additionally confirmed by the TEDR diagrams
presented in Figs. 21 and 22. It is clear that the increase of environ-
mental temperature in ORC plant only slightly modifies the contri-
bution of exergy destruction in the components to the total exergy



Fig. 22. TEDR diagram of KLN plant; parametric variable: environmental temperature.

Fig. 20. Performance analysis of KLN plant; parametric variable: environmental
temperature.
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destruction in the plant over the investigated range. The situation is
quite different in KLN plant. The source of exergy destruction shifts
from EV to AC i.e. from subsystem A to subsystem C.

In the next parametric simulation, the input temperature of
cooling air in AC is declared as pre-scribed variable (number 11 in
Fig. A1a and b) assuming the value of 15 �C, the same as in the base-
case plants. The new parametric variable is the minimum allowable
temperature difference in AC in the range of 5 �Ce27.5 �C.

The parametric simulations are done under the same pre-
conditions as in the case of the analysis devoted to the environmental
temperature. Consequently, the EEC performances of the plant pre-
sented in Fig. 23 and 24 show the same trend since the increase of
minimal temperature difference affects the system ina similarwayas
the increase of the inlet temperature of cooling air in AC.
Fig. 21. TEDR diagram of ORC plant; parametric variable: environmental temperature.
The third parametric analysis investigates the relation between a
new defined parametric variable-evaporation pressure and plant
performances. Unlike the previous cases, the parametric variable in
ORC plant has different values and ranges of investigation from those
in KLN plants. For the current simulations, the condensation pres-
sures in both plants are declared as independent, pre-specified var-
iables and their valuesare adopted fromthebase-caseplants (Fig.A1a
and b).
Fig. 23. Performance analysis of ORC plant; parametric variable: minimum allowable
temperature difference in AC.



Fig. 25. Performance analysis of ORC plant; parametric variable: evaporation pressure.
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In the case of ORC plant, the decrease of evaporation pressure
causes two effects in the state points which determine the process
in EV (Fig. 9): the temperature of evaporation (T5) is reduced while
the latent heat of evaporation (h1eh5) is magnified. The results of
the simulation also indicate the lower temperature of the
geothermal water in the outlet of PH, which means that the heat
input (Qin) in the cycle slightly increases over the investigated
range, Fig. 25. The lower outlet temperature of the geothermal
water is determined by the constant value of DTmin in PH (the same
as in the base-case plant). On the other side, as a consequence of the
energy balance of the ORC cycle, the increase of the heat input is
followed by an almost constant value of the Turbine gross power
(and by that, the minimal decrease of the net power in the cycle,
Pnet,c) and corresponding increase of the AC heat duty. New energy
mapping of the plant, caused by the lower evaporation pressure in
the cycle, increases the necessary mass flow rate of the working
fluid in the plant ( _m). Thermodynamic performances of the plant
are inferior to the base-case plant, while the total cost of process
units rises over the range of a parametric variable.

In the case of KLN plant (Fig. 26) where the evaporation pressure
is considerably higher than in ORC, the decrease of that parametric
variable is followed by the negative percentage difference of ther-
modynamic performances and net power in the plant. On the other
side, it has a positive economic effect on the plant design (total cost
of process units decreases).

In Fig. 27, TEDRdiagramofORCplant signifies that the total exergy
destruction ratio of EV increases as the pressure of evaporation de-
clines. At the same time, the shape which defines the total exergy
destruction of the remaining operating units (RU) indicates
decreasing trends. The diagram also indicates that the total exergy
destruction rates between the subsystems remain almost the same
Fig. 24. Performance analysis of KLN plant; parametric variable: minimum allowable
temperature difference in AC.
over the investigated region of a parametric variable. These trends
denote thatexergydestruction rates changeonly in the twooperating
units, EV and PH, while in the case of other operating units they
remain almost the same. As it is displayed in Fig. 27, the amount of
Fig. 26. Performance analysis of KLN plant; parametric variable: evaporation pressure.



Fig. 27. TEDR diagram of ORC plant; parametric variable: evaporation pressure.

Fig. 29. Performance analysis of ORC plant; parametric variable: the minimum
allowable temperature difference in EV.
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exergy destruction in EV and PH, under different evaporation pres-
sures in the plant, changes in opposite directions. However, the trend
of exeretic efficiency in the plant, displayed in Fig. 25, indicates that
the total amount of the exergy destruction in these operating units
still increases.

The total exergy destruction diagram of KLN plant, presented in
the Fig. 28, signifies that exergy destruction rate in TB increases
over the investigated range. In this way, KLN plant which operates
on the lower evaporation pressure causes two negative effects with
regard to the base-case plant: the decrease of turbine gross power
and increase of thermodynamic inefficiency in TB. Although it
cannot be seen in Fig. 28, the decreasing evaporation pressure also
inducts the growth of exergy destruction rate in AC.

The last two parametric analyses are conducted only in ORC
plant. In the first, a parametric variable is the minimum allowable
temperature difference between the geothermal water (hot
streams) and the working fluid in the cycle (cold streams), where
state 5 in the cycle defines the position of a pinch point for these
streams. Theoretically, minimum allowable temperature difference
determines the evaporation temperature of the working fluid in the
cycle and indirectly its pressure of evaporation. According to that,
the change of DTmin influences plant performances in the same way
Fig. 28. TEDR diagram of KLN plant; parametric variable: evaporation pressure.
Fig. 30. Performance analysis of ORC plant; parametric variable: temperature of
superheating.
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as the change of evaporation pressure does, which has been dis-
cussed in the previous analysis. For that reason, in the new para-
metric simulation, the evaporation and condensation pressure are
pre-specified variables with values adopted from the base-case
plant (Fig. A1a). In this case, the increase of DTmin in EV reduces
the heat input in the cycle and consequently the mass flow rate of
the working fluid. Indirectly, following the energy balance of the
plant, these modifications also decrease the turbine gross power
and the amount of heat rejected from the plant. Mathematical
consistency of the new simulation model is achieved by a different
declaration of the variable number 12 (Fig. A1a), the minimum
allowable temperature difference in AC.

The results of the simulations rearranged and presented in
Fig. 29 indicate the identical graph of percentage differences vs.
DTmin in EV for mass flow rate of working fluids, energy input and
gross turbine power, and consequently the constant value of hth,c
over the investigated range. As expected, the exergy efficiency of
the plant is inferior to the base-case plant.

The second parametric analysis investigates the influence of
superheating on plant performances. In the previous analysis, the
working fluid in ORC plant evaporates until reaching the saturated
vapour state, the cycle point 1 in Fig. 4. Following the practice of the
traditional steam Rankine cycles where a higher degree of super-
heating increases the thermal efficiency of the plant, the evaporation
process inORC plant is extended in the region of superheated vapour.
In the new parametric simulation, the outlet temperature from the
evaporator becomes a new parametric variable. The evaporation and
condensation pressure are declared as pre-specified variables and
they are set on the same level as in the base-case plant. The para-
metric simulation assumes the constant heat duty in EV. This is also
valid for other important elements of a plantdesign, especially for the
minimum allowable temperature difference in Heat exchangers.

The results of the analysis presented in Fig. 30 signify the decrease
of aworkingfluidmassflowratewithahigherdegreeof superheating.
This trend is a consequence of energy balance in EV and constant
Appendix

Table A1
DOF analysis of ORC and KLN energy systems.

System (Cycle) ORC (see Fig. 2a)

Component EV TB AC Fp HPP PH

Nv,k 14 11 22 11 11 14
Nv,sys,tot, Nv,sys,tot ¼

P
Nv,k

Independent relations Balance
Material 2 2 4 2 2 2
Energy 2 2 4 2 2 2
Number of specifications imposed on the variables
Pressure 2 1 4 1 1 2
Composition e e e e e e

Temperature 2 1 4 1 e 1
Entropy e 1 e 1 1 e

NID,k 8 7 16 7 6 7
NID,sys,tot, NID,sys,tot ¼

P
NID,k

NDOF,sys,tot NDOF,sys,tot ¼ Nv,sys,tot � NID,sys,tot

Redundant constrains
Nr,sys,tot

Redundant relations Balance
Material e e e e 1
Energy e e e e e

Number of specifications imposed on the variables
Pressure e e e e e e

Composition e e e e e e

Temperature e 1 e 1 e e

Entropy e e e e e e

NRR,k 1 1 1
NRR,sys,tot, NRR,sys,tot ¼

P
NRR,k

NDOF,plant, NDOF,cycle ¼ NDOF,sys,tot � Nr,sys,tot þ NRR,sys,tot
value of DTmin in the same operating unit. Additionally, the higher
degree of superheating decreases the heat duty in PH and, conse-
quently, the energy input in the cycle is reduced over the investigated
region. The turbine gross power is reduced due to a lower mass flow
rate and due to the fact that isopentane belongs to the group of in
"dry" (x > 0) fluids. The thermodynamic performance of the plant
which operates in the superheating regime is lower than in the base-
case plant, while the total cost of process units is also decreased pri-
marily due to the lower values of process quantities in the plant.
7. Conclusion

Geothermal field Velika Ciglena in Croatia is identified as one of
the most valuable geothermal heat sources and probably the loca-
tionwhere thefirst geothermal plant in theWesternBalkan areawill
be built. The study presented in this paper involves the design and
performance analysis of a binary geothermal plant which is pro-
posed for the electricity generation in geothermal field in Velika
Ciglena, Croatia. The research roadmap considers three coherent
goals: the design of base-case binary plants, development of
computer-aided design tools and performance analysis of the plants
under several operating conditions. Despite the different research
approaches, the final results of the design and analysis confirm the
conclusion made in Ref. [11] that “ORC cycle is thermodynamically
better, which can be explained by relatively high temperatures of
geothermal water (175 �C) and of air for cooling (15 �C)”. This
conclusion should be of great importance not only for the applica-
tion of the binary plants in geothermal field Velika Ciglena, but also
generally for other medium temperature geothermal sources, with
similar geothermal properties and ambient conditions in Croatia
and Serbia. The authors also propose that only a detailed thermo-
dynamic analysis based upon the approach and methodology pre-
sented in this paper should be an essential practice for a geothermal
plant design in all individual locations.
KLN (see Fig. 2b)

FN System EV TB AC Fp HPP HTR LTR TR MX SP FN Sys

12 19 14 16 14 11 18 18 8 12 12 11
95 153

2 4 2 2 2 2 2 3 1 2 2 2
2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2

2 4 e 2 e e 3 2 e e 2 e

e 2 2 1 2 e 2 3 1 2 e

e 1 e 1 e e 1 1 e e 2 e

1 e 1 e 1 1 e e e e e 1
7 15 7 8 7 5 10 11 3 5 7 5

58 83
37 70

24 54

e e e e e e e e e e 2 e

e e e e e e e e e e e e

e e e e e e 1 e e e e e

e e e e e e e 1 e e e e

e e e e e e e e e e e e

e e e e e e e e e e e e

1 1 2
3 4
16 20



*Legend
Nv,k Number of variables in component k.
Nv,sys,tot Total Number of Variables in system.
NID,k Number of Independent relations in component k.
NID,sys,tot Total Number of Independent relations in system.
NDOF,k DOF in component k.
NDOF,sys,tot Total DOF in system.
Nr,sys,tot Total number of redundant variables in interconnecting streams.
NRR,k Number of redundant relations in component k.
NRR,sys,tot Total number of redundant relations in system.
NDOF,plant Overall DOF in plant.

Fig. A1. Base-case plant, thermodynamic properties and declaration of variable.
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Nomenclature

A area, m2

Cn cost, $
cp specific heat
_E exergy flow rate, W
h specific enthalpy, J/kg
H enthalpy, J
_m mass flow rate, kg/s
n number of system components
p pressure, Pa
r latent heat, kJ/kg
_Q heat flow rate, W
s specific entropy, J/kgK
_S entropy flow rate, W/K
_W; P power, W
DTmin minimum allowable temperature difference, �C

Abbreviations
A, B, C subsystems
AC air condenser
CV control volume
DOF degree of freedom
EV evaporator
FN fan
FP feed pump
GN generator
HE heat exchanger
HPP high pressure pump
HTR high temperature heat exchanger
IW injection well
KLA Kalina cycle
LTR low temperature heat exchanger
MX mixing unit
ORC Organic Rankine cycle
PH preheater
PU process unit
pv parametric variable
TB turbine
TR throttling valve
PW production well
SP separator
vl value

Greek symbols
D rate of change
Dp rate of percentage differences (%)
ε exergetic efficiency
h efficiency
x inverse-slope parameter, J/kgK
r density

Subscripts and superscripts
c cycle
cn condensation
CV control volume
D destruction
DOF degree of freedom
ev evaporation
gen generated
in inlet
k component of the system
L loss
lq liquid
mix mixture
NET net
out outlet
P product
sys system
th thermodinamic
T thermal
tot total
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